EXPERIMENT  OF   LIBERAL   MONARCHY
the clergy. Their sons were generally sent as boarders to non-
ecclesiastical colleges but, in the absence of other educational
establishments, the girls came more and more to be educated in
convents; thus through the women the influence of the clergy
was still brought to bear even upon the indifferent bourgeoisie.
The bourgeoisie had become a privileged class and made the
peasants work for them as farmers on their land or servants in
their houses, while the artisans worked for them in their industrial
enterprises. They alone possessed sufficient means to give their
sons an education securing them access to the higher offices, and
to provide their daughters with the manners and dress which
made them 'ladies'. But they were unaware of this privileged
position, for it no longer had an obvious legal form, as the privi-
leges of theandm regime had done; it was based upon the hereditary
rights of property, which were regarded at that time as a natural
right, whose origin was not inquired into.
Moreover, they led a far simpler life than the nobility, a life
devoid of all elegance of abode or furniture, very sedentary, and
confined within a narrow horizon; as yet they knew nothing of
travelling for pleasure, country-houses for the summer, or visits
to the seaside. The holidays, originally fixed to suit the convenience
of the law-courts, still fell at the end of the summer, during the
shooting season and the vintage. The chief luxury of the bour-
geoisie consisted in cookery and choice wines. Cookery was
practised in France with an eminent ability that had become re-
cognized abroad since the seventeenth century, and had become
an essentially French art3 the only one that was not concentrated
in Paris; every part of the country preserved its own local dishes,
independent of the Parisian style of cooking. The women, who
were still absorbed in the care of their households, regarded it
as their chief luxury to have enormous stores of linen, fruit, and
preserves.
As regards clothes, imitation of England, known as 'Anglo-
mania', was causing the gradual disappearance from masculine
costume of garments of French origin such as the tail-coat (frac),
the full-skirted coat (habit d laftanfaise), knee-breeches (culotte),
stockings, the three-cornered hat (trieorn*), and the cloak, and
leading to the introduction of the frock-coat (redingote), the over-
coat, the tall hat, and the umbrella. Feminine costume, which
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